HCS Assistive Technology

SOLO

There are several students in our system using the SOLO Literacy Suite. Pictured below is one of Kristi Dutton’s students using Read:OutLoud for a test. Edgewood, Homewood Middle, and Homewood High all have access to SOLO. Let one of your AT team members know if you are interested in trying one of the SOLO programs.

LAMP Software

Hall Kent has a student using the LAMP software on an iPad mini. Very cool! Check out the link about this program… http://www.prentrom.com/lamp.
PECS

One of the students in Judy Cutchens’s program at Hall Kent is using the Picture Exchange Communication System (PECS) to communicate. PECS is a form of augmentative and alternative communication using picture symbols.

iPieces

Pressman has come out with some cool iPieces to use with your iPads. My students have been using the air hockey pieces and loving them. Great way to work on fine motor skills! 😊

http://catalog.pressmantoy.com
Wireless iPad Adapter

I borrowed this wireless iPad switch adapter from TASK last month….it is AWESOME! Here is a link to learn more about the adapter.

www.pretorianuk.com/switch2scan
Using QR’s in the Classroom

Becky Morton created a QR bulletin board outside of her classroom with a fact of the week. Cool idea!!

QR Codes

What are some ideas you have for using QR codes??
The Promeathean Board is a great way to get students engaged in the classroom. There is a folder on the F drive for Promeathean flip charts.....there are some good ones! Check them out and add some flip charts that you use. Promeathean Planet also has a lot of free resources…

Speech Apps

Susan Sturdivant uses a variety of speech/articulation apps in her speech sessions. What are some apps you use for speech?